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Abstract 

We conducted differential photometry on the star wasp 49 which is host to the planet wasp 49-b 

using the software AstroImageJ. We collected a series of images during the transit using the SBIG 

0.4-meter telescope of Las Cumbres Observatory. The measurements obtained from these 

images were plotted and we were able to establish a definite light curve. 

 

 

 

Introduction 

An exoplanet or extrasolar planet is a planet 

outside the solar system. Man has constantly  

been searching for life elsewhere in the universe 

which has fueled the search for exoplanets. In 

this paper we present evidence for the detection 

of Wasp 49-b by conducting transit photometry 

of the host star Wasp 49. 

There are many methods used for exoplanet 

detection. One such method is the transit 

method which is the measuring of the dimming 

of a star when its tiny planet passes between it 

and our telescopes. The transit method has been 

very useful for detecting a “hot Jupiter,” namely 

a large planet whose orbit is close to its host star 

and where the planet passes directly in front of 

the star from the perspective of an observer on 

Earth. Figure 1 shows an ideal light curve 

obtained during a transit. 

To observe our host star we used the telescope 

of Las Cumbres Observatory. The data obtained 

is analysed using a free software tool named 

AstroImageJ  to obtain a light curve. 

Instrumentation 

We used the 0.4-meter (diameter) telescope 

that use SBIG STL6303 cameras at the Cerro 

Tololo observatory in Chile.  

 These telescopes are wholly modified Meade 

telescopes with custom equatorial mounts and 

high-quality CCD cameras. A CCD (charge 

https://lco.global/observatory/instruments/sbig-stl-6303/


 

 

coupled device) is a tiny microchip onto which 

the light that the telescope collects is focused. 

When light falls onto one of the pixels, electrons 

are released from atoms in the pixel. To measure 

the amount of light that fell onto each pixel, the 

number of electrons released is counted.  

Based on the transit predictions obtained from 

the exoplanet transit database, an observation 

was scheduled and the camera was aimed at the 

target stars region of the sky. The images before, 

after, and during the predicted transit of the 

exoplanet are processed to obtain the necessary 

dataset. 

Software used 

AstroImageJ (AIJ) is an interactive, simple and 

powerful image analysis software is built 

on ImageJ (IJ), which is used extensively in the 

field of biology and bioinformatics. AIJ and IJ are 

public domain Java image processing programs 

inspired by NIH Image for the Macintosh. 

The transit method relies on differential 

photometry. Differential photometry technique 

is used to determine the changes in brightness 

(flux) of the exoplanet’s host star that might 

indicate an exoplanet transit. That is, we 

compare the relative difference between the 

brightness of the host star and one or more 

(assumed to be non-variable) comparison stars 

during the imaging session. The data points that 

represent the star’s relative change in brightness 

are then used to model the exoplanet transit. 

Data Analysis 

We obtained 425 raw images of the exoplanet 

Wasp 49-b transit on 02/12/2020 (center of 

transit 2459185.72708 Julian date) based on the  

transit prediction by Nasa. Since the data 

obtained from LCO is already calibrated we 

started with the analysis of the flux of the star 

Wasp 49  in AstroImageJ. 

These images are arranged into a stack (and 

input as a sequence into the program. 

 

First we calibrate the aperture of the target and 

comparison stars. The purpose of this is to adjust 

any uncertainties located in the aperture 

region(circle around the star), such as 

background sky noise. AIJ has the ability to 

detect and adjust for any faint stars that might 

happen to be in the annulus (ring shaped region 

surrounding the aperture) and therefore bias the 

background sky counts. The initial radii settings 

can be determined using the Seeing Profile 

screen associated with the target star. 

After that the target and comparison stars are 

selected. We selected one target star and many 

comparison stars. Stars whose magnitudes were 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ImageJ


 

 

as close as possible to the target star were 

selected as comparison stars. The software then 

evaluates each image in sequence and plots the 

flux. 

  

Transit fit 

Performing a transit fit onto the data points  

helps us to learn more about the transiting 

planet. The host star parameters Rsun and Rstar are 

specified first. The period of transit for Wasp 

49b, which is 2.78 days is also input.  The 

following curve is obtained from the software. 

 



 

 

 

  



 

 

Analysis of the plotted data 

As we can see there is a 1.09% dip in the flux of 

the target star. This is obtained from the (Rp/R*)2  

value. The flux of the comparison stars are 

relatively linear. This indicates that a large body 

has transited in front of the star. 

Evaluation and Conclusion 

A comparison of the data obtained from the 

model fit and the actual published values show 

that the model fit data are very close to the 

actual data.  

The quality of data depends on the actual 

observing conditions prevailing during the 

observing night.  The 2 / d.o.f is 1.88 indicates 

that the fit is not perfect, however the shape of 

the curve clearly shows a transit. With the results 

obtained we can conclude that Wasp 49-b is a 

close orbiting hot Jupiter.  

 Published data From the transit fit 

Spectral type of the 
host star 

G5V G5V 

Rplanet [RJ] 1.115 ± 0.047 0.99 

Inclination 84.89 84.76 

ΔF =(Rp/R*)2 

(transit depth) 
0.01376 ± 0.00038 0.0108 

T[14](d) 
(first to fourth contact 

transit duration 
0.08832 ± 0.00080 0.09005 

b ( impact parameter) 0.745 ± 0.014 0.740 
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